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ABSTRACT

Intellectual property (IP) protection has been suggested to be essential in protecting innovation in product-dominant companies. However, with the development of service industries, the ineffectiveness in IP protection becomes manifest. Meanwhile, other knowledge protecting methods enable companies to maintain their competency without formal protection. This study examines the effectiveness of different means of knowledge protection. Specifically, business is classified according to companies’ offering nature, serving mode and consider about their business hardware. The effectiveness of protection methods is analyzed among these business types. Interviews were conducted with senior managers of 39 companies in China and Singapore. It is demonstrated that the choice of knowledge protecting method does not depend mainly on whether a company provides products or services, but on how the company produces and provides its offerings. It is found that the core competency of companies largely affects their attitude on whether to protect their offerings. It is found that in weak appropriability regimes, companies apply for patents not for their knowledge protection function, but for other benefits, such as getting awards or tax reductions, and improving reputation among customers.
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INTRODUCTION

Innovation and Knowledge Protection

Knowledge has been recognized as the “overwhelmingly important productive resource” (Grant, 1997). For improving quality, creating new markets, reducing cost, and reducing environmental pollution, innovation and knowledge management is regarded as a driving force (Oerlemans, Buys, & Pretorius, 2001). It is suggested that “Innovation is the key element in providing aggressive top-line growth, and for increasing bottom-line results” (Davila, Epstein, & Robert, 2006). The importance of innovating ability has long been emphasized.

In the knowledge infrastructure, knowledge protection is considered essential to organizational capabilities (Gold, Malhotra, & Segars, 2001). Teece (1986) suggested that whether a firm could profit from its innovation is affected by complementary assets and appropriation. Following Teece, appropriation, innovating abilities, and complementary assets have been widely analyzed (Spencer, 2003; Colombo, Grilli, & Piva, 2006; McGahan & Silverman, 2006). It is clarified that “… when R&D investments do not pay off … the innovation will not be realized” (van Ark, Broersma, & Hertog, 2003). The effectiveness of intellectual property protection (IP protection) is considered as a major factor affecting motivation and successfullness of innovations.

The Emergence of Service Business and Ineffective IP Protection

Despite the recognition of IP importance, there are also debates about its effectiveness (Arundel, 2001). Especially since 1990s, the development of service industries has challenged the protection system. Before service industries flourished, researches on knowledge management and innovation were mainly focused on products. For instance, in 1986, Teece (1986) put forward the proposition that “manufacturing often matters”: innovating firms without manufacturing and related capacities may face problems, because imitation from competitors and cooperators would cause profit loss. However, it has been showed that services are becoming more important for modern business (CIA, 2008; Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 2004; Johne & Storey, 1998) and manufacturing is no longer a must have element in producing offerings.

Because service innovation has attracted more attention only since about a decade ago, theories for systematically developing service are still not mature (Aurich, Fuchs, & Wagenknecht, 2006; Berry, Shankar, Parisih, Cadwallader, & Dotzel, 2006; Zhang, 2004; Nijssen, Hillebrand, Vermeulen, & Kemp, 2006; Tether, & Metcalfe, 2003; De Jong & Vermeulen, 2003). Bader (2007) suggested that “value creation is shifting towards service innovations. However, legal protection strategies still are a novelty in this emerging business field.” A recent paper (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen & Ritala, 2010) claimed that “service innovators cannot rely solely on intellectual property right strategies.” The effectiveness of different knowledge protection means has been examined (Bader, 2007; Blind et al., 2003; Brouwer, 1997). It is suggested that, applying formal protection may have more obstacles for process innovation and service innovation (Barraclough, 2005). Informal methods are more commonly used. These studies illuminated that the nature of offering that company provides may influence the effectiveness of knowledge protecting method used.

Meanwhile, it has to be noted that nature of offering is not the only factor which may affect the effectiveness of IP protection. In order to identify the relationship between knowledge protection methods and business styles, an exploratory study is conducted. We do not only consider about the offering types, but also serving styles, business hardware, and external appropriability condition. By doing this research, we hope to provide
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